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We show that existing low energy experiments, searching for the breaking of local Lorentz invari-
ance, set bounds upon string theory inspired quantum gravity models that induce corrections to the
propagation of fields. In the D-particle recoil model we find M ≥ 3 × 104MP and v ≤ 4 × 10−28 c
for the mass and recoil speed of the D-particle, respectively. These bounds are 108 times stronger
than the latest astrophysical bounds. These results indicate that the stringy scenario for modified
dispersion relations is as vulnerable to these types of tests as the loop quantum gravity schemes.
PACS: 04.60.-m, 11.25.Pm, 04.80.-y, 11.30.Cp.
We have recently analyzed the bounds [1] that can be extracted form direct searches of violations of Lorentz
invariance [2] that seem inevitable in the scenarios that are used to predict changes in the dispersion relations of
high energy particles due to quantum gravitational eects [3]. Our original analysis dealt specically with the Loop
Quantum Gravity scenarios [4,5], however as suggested in Ref. [1], we expected similar results to apply to any such
scheme and in particular to the String Theory inspired models [6,7].
The main point is that if a theory predicts that photons propagate with an energy-dependent velocity v(E) rather
than with the universal speed of light c, such theory is automatically implying a breakdown of Lorentz invariance,
either fundamental or spontaneous, since such statement can be at best valid in one specic inertial frame. This
selects a preferred frame of reference, where the particular form of the corrected equations of motion are valid, and
one should then be able to detect the laboratory velocity with respect to that frame. Physics present us with a rather
unique canonical choice for that \preferred inertial frame": that one where the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
looks isotropic. Our velocity w with respect to that frame has already been determined to be w=c  1:23 10−3 by
the measurement of the dipole term in the CMB by COBE, for instance [8]. Thus, it follows that the quantum gravity
corrections to the corresponding particle eld theory (photons, fermions and others) should contain w-dependent
terms when described in our laboratory reference frame. These would lead to a breakdown of isotropy which would
show up in high precision tests of rotational symmetry, that have been carried out using atomic and nuclear systems
such as those described in [9,10].
The method of analysis is the same used in our previous work and can be thought to correspond to the application
of the general framework described in the works of Ref. [2(e), 2(f)], to the specic scenario in question.
The specic String Theory inspired scenario that has been considered as leading to a quantum gravity induced
change in the dispersion relation of high energy particles, is the so called Liouville approach to Non-critical String
Theory. In this scheme our universe is identied with a 4 dimensional D-brane, which will naturally contain a type
of topological defect called a D-particle. These will interact with ordinary particles represented by strings in the
corresponding mode by elastic scattering, which would produce a recoil of the D-particle. This recoil will produce a
local disturbance of the space-time geometry which will in turn aect the propagation of the particle [6,7]. We take
this part of the analysis directly from Ref. [7], starting with their modied Dirac equation

γµ(i@µ − eAµ)− viγ0(i@i − eAi)−m

Ψ = 0: (1)
Here γµ are the standard flat-space gamma matrices and vi is the D-particle recoil velocity in the CMB frame, where
it is initally at rest. The above modied Dirac equation preserves gauge invariance due to the standard minimal
coupling. In the following we set Aµ = 0. We will be concerned with a perturbative expansion in the small parameter
vi.
The equation (1) describes the dynamics in the CMB frame. In order to obtain the corresponding description in the
laboratory frame we rewrite (1) in a covariant way by introducing the laboratory CMB 4-velocity as Wµ = γ (1;w=c).
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Here we are imposing covariance under observer Lorentz transformations, while we are violating particle Lorentz
invariance, in the notation of Ref. [2(f)].
Let us consider the correction term
D = γ0i vk@k Ψ: (2)
The covariant extensions are γ0 −! γµWµ together with vk@k −! V µ (gµν −WµWν) @ν which produce D =
(γρWρ) V µ (gµν −WµWν) @ν Ψ. Here V µ is the four velocity of the recoiling D-particle with respect to the laboratory
frame. The resulting Dirac equation is then










Ψ = 0 (3)
which can be put in the standard form of [11]. The identication of the corresponding parameters leads to
aµ = bµ = 0 = Hµν ; gλµν = 0 = dµν ; cµν = WµVν − (V ρWρ) WµWν : (4)
The notation is Wµ = (W 0;W) = γw(1;w); V µ = (V 0;V) = γU (1;U) , where w and U are the 3 velocities of the
CMB frame and of the recoiling D-particle, respectively, in the laboratory frame. In particular, in the non-relativistic
limit (γw  1  γU ) we have
U = v + w: (5)
Let us note that cµν is not symmetrical in this case. Note also that we have cµν  WµV ρCρν , where Cρν is the
analogous factor introduced in Ref. [1]. This makes explicit the dierence between the theories considered in Ref. [1]
and in Ref. [7].
According to [11] the corresponding Hamiltonian in the non-relativistic limit is
h = m +
p2
2m






up to fourth order in the momenta. Using (4) and (5) we nd
c00 = w  v; c0 i = −vi; ci 0 = −(v w)wi; cij = wi vj ; (7)
in the non-relativistic approximation, where we have kept terms up to second order in w. Note that the term ci 0 is

















Let us emphasize that the above Hamiltonian describes the non-relativistic, linear in v (the D-particle’s recoil velocity
in the CMB frame) corrections to the spin 1/2 particle dynamics in the laboratory frame. It is worth pointing out
that the terms linear in w are also those that are linear in the recoil velocity v. As it will be apparent in the sequel,
the term −p v eectively contributes with a correction − p2M , which is not relevant for clock comparison experiments.
Using energy-momentum conservation together with the modied dispersion relation E0 =
p
p 02 + m2 − v  p 0,





Here M is the mass of the D-particle and E0;p 0 are the energy and momentum of spin 1/2 particle in that frame
. We have assumed M >> m. An analogous result has been found for photons [6]. Our next task is to write v in
terms of the momentum of the spin 1/2 particle in the laboratory. To this end we use the covariance under observer
Lorentz transformations
p 0 = p +
(γ − 1)
2
(β  p)β + γβE; (10)
where β = −w. In the case of photons, the above transformation together with Eq.(9) leads to the relation vi(w) =p
((1 + jwj)=(1− jwj)vi(0) previously written in Ref. [7]. The same transformation for non-relativistic particles leads
to the expected result
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Here we have neglected the terms linear in p since the experiments in question deal with a bound state, for which the
average particle momentum vanishes.
The corrections in (12) have the same form as those discussed in Ref. [1] and we only focus upon the two terms which
are probed by the measurements in clock comparison experiments: the velocity-spin coupling and the quadrupolar
correction to the inertial mass. The rst correction is absent in the D-particle recoil model. In the notation of Ref.




4 = 0 (13)
and the model in fact evades the stringent limit settled in that reference. Next we concentrate on the quadrupolar




= 1 ‘P : (14)
This diers from the result in Ref. [7] because we have included subdominant terms. Indeed, the sensitivity of
modern observational techniques is so high that these terms, which were neglected in Ref. [7], are precisely those
which are testable in clock comparison experiments. In fact, it seems very dicult to conceive of a scenario in which
dispersions relations could break Lorentz invariance while an eective isotropy is preserved, i.e. physics remains
independent of the direction of w, in frames moving with respect to the CMB frame. The point is that observer Lorentz
transformations will map such dispersion relations into direction-dependent terms in the Hamiltonian appropriate for
the local laboratory frame.
The bound we have previously found for 1 in Ref. [1] leads to
M > 3 104 MP ; (15)
where MP is the Planck mass. This is, so far, the strongest bound on the mass of the D-particle. Let us note that this
value for M is larger by several orders of magnitude than the values testable in the gamma ray bursts experiments,
given their expected sensitivity. The latest astrophysical limit is M  6:9 1015 GeV  5:6 10−4MP [12], which is
 10−8 times weaker than Eq. (15).




as can be seen from Eq. (11). Using also Eq. (15) we obtain the bound
jvj
c
< 4 10−28; (17)
for the D-particle recoil velocity after colliding with a m  1GeV target moving with the Earth through the cosmic
background.
Our analysis shows that the existing high precision experimental results are able to set very stringent bounds on
the mass and the recoil velocity of the D-particle. The latter bound indicates that such velocity is extremely small,
even by the standards of every day (e.g. the speed of a walking turtle is ( 10−11c)). Although it is in principle
conceivable that further renements could possibly be used to detect the recoil velocity of the D particle, this last
observation suggests that it would be quite unlikely that such eects can ever be detected.
We have found that after identifying the preferred frame of reference associated with Planck scale physics eects
with the CMB frame, existing results of atomic and nuclear physics experiments can be translated into very strict
bounds on the quantum gravity induced modications to the propagation of Dirac elds. The present results indicate
that using the type of experiments we have considered, string theory inspired schemes are as testable as those in loop
quantum gravity. Moreover, they seem to cast doubts on the possibility to detect such eects in the near future, using
the type of experiments with high energy gamma bursts which have been advocated in [3].
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